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Poll • What words come to mind when you think 
about equity?



HONOR NATIVE LANDS

We gather for this webinar from different 
places but all on the traditional lands of 
indigenous peoples past and present.

We honor with gratitude the land itself 
and the people who have stewarded it 
throughout the generations.

This calls us to commit to continuing to 
learn how to be better stewards of the 
land we inhabit and the practices in 
which we engage.

Native Land Digital. Available at: https://native-land.ca/

HONOR NATIVE LAND: A GUIDE AND CALL TO ACKNOWLEDGMENT
Available at: https://usdac.us/nativeland

Tribal Land site: https://native-land.ca/

https://native-land.ca/maps/territories/wichita/
https://native-land.ca/
https://usdac.us/nativeland
https://native-land.ca/


Discussion 
Agreements

1. This webinar is not open to discussions that question or 
challenge the existence of racism, injustice and inequity. 
This webinar is not a place to question the validity of 
learning about race, racism, equity or white supremacy.

2. Share your learning, reflections and truths using “I” 
statements, in your poll answers, whenever possible, 
focusing on your own experiences and understandings.

3. Treat each other with respect, honesty, appreciation and 
grace whenever possible, as many of you will be in 
different “places” along your learning path.

4. If you have any concerns about a discussion during this 
webinar, please contact molly_demarco@unc.edu.

Source: Online Discussion Agreements – FSNE 21-Day Racial Equity Habit-
Building Challenge (foodsolutionsne.org)

mailto:molly_demarco@unc.edu
https://fsneequitychallenge.foodsolutionsne.org/?p=346


WELCOME + 
INTRODUCTIONS 
+ HOUSEKEEPING

• The Commission for Dietetic Registration has approved 
this event for 1.25 CEU hours for Registered Dietitians 
and Dietetic Technicians. You will be emailed a 
certificate of completion.

• If you are watching this at a later date, you can email 
snap-edconnections@usda.gov to obtain a certificate.

• Contact Gina Gomez with questions 
(ggomez@panum.com).

• Please use the Q&A feature to ask your questions. The 
chat is only for communicating with the panelists/hosts.

• Live captioning is available. Use the ‘Live Transcript 
(CC)’ button to turn it on.

• This training will be recorded and posted on all host 
websites. All those registered will receive an email with 
links following this training.

• The answers to questions and polls will also be shared 
via email + websites.

mailto:snap-edconnections@usda.gov
mailto:ggomez@panum.com


Objectives

• Develop a shared definition of racial 
equity and an understanding of 
the importance of such a focus for 
SNAP-Ed.

• Identify ways community engagement 
can be used to advance racial equity 
within SNAP-Ed.

• Foster a culture within SNAP-Ed of 
dialogue and activity to advance racial 
equity.



Outline

● USDA's Equity Focus - Deputy Under 
Secretary Stacy Dean

● Equity as a priority for the USDA - Stacy Dean

● Framing Equity in SNAP-Ed – Latresh Davenport

● Addressing Racial Equity in MN SNAP-Ed - Mary 
Marczak

● Building Partnerships with Tribal Nations -
Stephany Parker

● Reflections

● Poll

● Q & A



WHY IS EQUITY 
A PRIORITY 

FOR THE USDA?
DEPUTY UNDERSECRETARY STACY DEAN, 

DUSEC FNCS, USDA



Latresh 
Davenport

Mary 
Marczak

Stephany 
Parker

Speakers



Framing the 
issue



Dr. Camara 
Jones

• Racism is a system of structuring opportunity 
and assigning value based on the social 
interpretation of how one looks (which is 
what we call "race"), that unfairly 
disadvantages some individuals and 
communities, unfairly advantages other 
individuals and communities, and saps the 
strength of the whole society through the 
waste of human resources."
-- APHA Past-President Camara Phyllis 

Jones, MD, MPH, PhD

• Institutionalized racism is often evident as 
inaction in the face of need



Racism

Lever Definition Strategies to Address Racism

Internalized racism Lies within individuals. These are 

private beliefs about race that reside 

inside our minds

Support groups, racial healing, 

mentoring, counseling, and 

education

Interpersonal racism- occurs between individuals. Once we 

bring our private beliefs about race into 

our interactions with others, we are now 

in the interpersonal realm.

Trainings, cross-cultural dialogues, 

relationship building

Institutional racism occurs within institutions. It involves 

discriminatory treatment, unfair policies 

and practices, and inequitable 

opportunities and impacts, based on 

race

Changing policy and practices, 

creating new institutions

Structural racism is racial bias across institutions and 

society.

Highlighting history, root causes 

challenging racist myths, 

ideologies, challenging multiple 

institutions or addressing their 

interaction



Whiteness

• Ideology’ based on beliefs, values, behaviors, 
habits and attitudes, which result in the unequal 
distribution of power and privilege based on skin 
color.

• Does not mean or require that most White people 
actively and consciously subscribe to notions of 
racial superiority. White identify remains the 
implicit standard of normalcy and entitlement to 
the rewards of society.

• This can lead to the acceptance of the 
marginalization, “othering” and dehumanization 
of those who are not White.





Health Equity

• Health equity means that everyone has a fair 
and just opportunity to attain their full 
health potential and that no one is 
disadvantaged, excluded, or dismissed from 
achieving this potential.

• Health equity emphasizes shifts in power 
and systems and requires the removal of 
systemic obstacles to health



Equality means everyone has or 
gets access to the same resource.

Equity means everyone has a fair 
and just opportunity to access 
what they need to thrive.
Source: County Health Rankings and Roadmap. Action Learning 
Guide. Introduction to Equity.



Equity

• Process - How we do our work

• What are the unique needs of the local community we serve?

• Who is determining the need?

• Who is defining success?

• What role does the local community play after SNAP-Ed work 
is complete?

• Who makes decisions about where to invest SNAP-Ed 
resources (i.e. staffing, location, subcontractors, partner, 
coalitions, etc.)

• Outcomes- What happened as a result of SNAP-Ed

• Are there material gains for the local community that we 
serve?

• At the conclusion of SNAP-Ed’s investment, did we facilitate 
the changes that the local community was interested in 
seeing?



Working 
definition of 
equity

Racial equity- when race can no longer be used to 
predict life outcomes and outcomes for all groups are 
improved.

• Equity is about fairness, while equality is about 
sameness.

• Not “closing the gaps” by equalizing sub-par results.

Goal

• Not to just eliminate the gaps between whites and 
people of color, but to increase the success for all 
groups successful systems and structure that work 
for all



Guiding 
Principles

• Power is the ability to make decisions about 
one’s own life

• People that we serve that have been most 
harmed from disinvestment, discrimination and 
disenfranchisement are in the best position to 
inform solutions

• People are the experts of their own lives

• Sustainability should include building 
community power

• We are ultimately accountable to the 
communities we serve

• Be transparent

• Start with the opportunity



Community 
engagement 
to advance 
equity in 
SNAP-Ed

● Addressing Racial Equity in MN SNAP-Ed -
Mary Marczak

● Building Partnerships with Tribal Nations -
Stephany Parker
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Levers of change

Institutional  Lever - Aware, 
Acknowledge, Act Framework

Interpersonal Lever - Affinity 
groups



BUILDING PARTNERSHIPS WITH 
TRIBAL NATIONS: PATHWAYS TO 

HEALTH EQUITY

Stephany Parker, PhD

Co-Founder Oklahoma Tribal Engagement Partners, 

Stillwater, OK 



TRIBAL 
PARTNERSHIPS
“Mainstream models, programs, and 
funding agencies too often assume 
that tribal community members and 
practitioners can immediately begin 
to resolve an issue; they pay little 
attention to the social, cultural, 
historical, and political environment 
and to the time needed to build 
effective working relationships.”

Chino and DeBruyn. Am J Public 
Health. 2006;96:9-12.



SYNERGISTIC 
APPROACH

● Funding as guided by grant RFPs, but not 
sole guiding force

■ Funding mechanisms

■Approval processes

■ Approval timelines

● Mission, Vision, Goals and Core Values of 
Tribe are the forefront of partnerships

● Complemented, not driven by agency, 
University, or organization



NEW BEGINNINGS
Equity is a lifestyle…

■ Teresa Jackson, OKTEP: Oklahoma 
Tribal Engagement Partners Co-
Founder, Tribal Partnership and 
Outcomes Director

We make relationships with people not 
institutions…

■ Bobby Saunkeah, Director, Division 
of Research and Public 
Health; Chair, Institutional Review 
Board; Human Research Protections 
Administrator, Chickasaw Nation 
Department of Health





INTEGRATIVE LEADERSHIP
Lens

○ Human Centered

○ Equity Centered

○ Shared Learning

Language

○ Non-combative

○ Non-patriarchal

○ Non-hierarchal

Organizational Locus of Control

oShared 
programming directions

oShared meeting facilitation

oAll are leaders

Locations

oPositions with partners

oProportion of population



Externally Funded 
Projects

Tribal Administration 
(could be MOAs or 
Tribal Agreements)

Tribal Partners

Eagle Educators

OKTEP 
Interdisciplinary Team

Partner 
Organizations

IHS Institutional 
Review Board

Oasis (PEO)

• Absentee Shawnee Tribe

• Muscogee Nation

• Otoe-Missouria Tribe

• Pawnee Nation

• Sac and Fox tribe

• Seminole Nation of 

Oklahoma

• Tonkawa Tribe

• Shelly Green, Muscogee Nation

• Ashley Odom, Muscogee Nation

• Keenan Springer, Seminole Nation of Oklahoma 

• Preslee Thorne, Inter-Tribal, list tribes

• Jayden Watson, Absentee Shawnee Tribe

• Vacant, Inter-tribal

• Vacant Indian Heath Care resource Center

• Jill Fox, Eagle Adventure and PSE Coordinator, Ada, OK

• Tiffany Grant, Social Media, Ada, OK

• Teresa Jackson, Partnership and Evaluation Coordinator, Stillwater, OK

• Sarah Miracle, SNAP-Ed Program Director, Ada, OK 

• Heather Mullins, Farm to Community Coordinator, OK/remote

• Ursula O’Hara, Communications, marketing & design coordinator, Stillwater, OK

• Stephany Parker, Program Design and Evaluation Director, Stillwater, OK

• Becky Schlais, Office and Budget Coordinator, Stillwater OK

• Intertribal Agriculture Council

• Native Youth Preventing Diabetes Coalition

• Oklahoma Intertribal Diabetes Coalition

• Elementary schools where a high proportion of Native American students attend

• Tribal Head Starts

• Special Diabetes Program for Indians

• Tribal After School Programs

• Tribal Summer Camps

• Many departments and divisions within partner tribes





Definitions

• Colonization: the process that is perpetuated 
after the initial control over Indigenous 
Peoples is achieved through invasion and 
conquest

• Decolonization: the meaningful and active 
resistance to the forces of colonialism that 
perpetuate the subjugation and/or 
exploitation of our minds, bodies, and lands

• Source: sar_press_for_indigenous_minds_only_chapter_1.pdf 
(sarweb.org)

http://www.sarweb.org/media/files/sar_press_for_indigenous_minds_only_chapter_1.pdf#:~:text=Colonization%20generally%20refers%20to%20the%20process%20that%20The,power%20comes%20at%20the%20expense%20of%20Indigenous%20lands%2C


Evaluation

Formative

Process

Outcomes

Impact

Western 
Science⬄

Decolonizing 
Approaches

Research Rigor ⬄ Ecological Rigor

Etic ⬄ Emic

Invisibility ⬄ Visibility

Short-Term 
Research 

Projects
⬄

Program 
Sustainability

Injustice ⬄ Equity



Cultural Relevance

●Decolonizing approach to 
framework and model 
development

○Indigenous Models of Health

○Indigenous Models of Knowing

Not Our Destiny: Dancing

Not Our Destiny: Running

https://youtu.be/mQRHDMUIkJ8
https://youtu.be/1YVR1pKwy6o


Lever of 
change

❖ Internalized

❖ Interpersonal

❖ Institutional

❖ Systemic



Key points

❖ Racism operates on the individual, 
interpersonal, institutional, and structural

❖ Define equity- this can be a working 
definition that evolves

❖ Establishing shared framework for equity
❖ Build individual and organizational 

capacity- training and TA for confronting 
individual basis, determining when 
discrimination has occurred, establishing 
practices that remove blind spots and 
center opportunity.

❖ Transfer Power



Reflection

WHAT IS RESONATING WITH 
YOU?/WHAT IS CHALLENGING YOU?

WHAT PRACTICES SHOULD WE KEEP 
IN MIND DURING THIS WORK?



Poll
• What topics around equity within SNAP-

Ed would you like to explore 
through webinars and discussions in FY 
2022?



Questions



Additional 
Resource

• Racially equitable responses to hunger during COVID-19 
and beyond. MARLYSA D. GAMBLIN AND KATHLEEN 
KING. A BREAD FOR THE WORLD INSTITUTE SPECIAL 
REPORT. January 2021. 
https://www.bread.org/library/racially-equitable-
responses-hunger-during-covid-19-and-beyond

• County Health Rankings and Roadmap. Action Learning 
Guide. Introduction to Equity. 
https://www.countyhealthrankings.org/take-action-to-
improve-health/learning-guides/introduction-to-equity#/

• Racialequitytools.org/glossary

• Advancing Well-Being by Transcending the Barriers of 
Whiteness. PolicyLink. June 2021. 
https://www.policylink.org/resources-
tools/transcending-the-barriers-of-whiteness

• Racial Equity & Public Health. APHA. 
https://www.apha.org/-
/media/Files/PDF/advocacy/SPEAK/210825_Racial_Equit
y_Fact_Sheet.ashx

https://www.bread.org/library/racially-equitable-responses-hunger-during-covid-19-and-beyond
https://www.countyhealthrankings.org/take-action-to-improve-health/learning-guides/introduction-to-equity#/
https://www.policylink.org/resources-tools/transcending-the-barriers-of-whiteness
https://www.apha.org/-/media/Files/PDF/advocacy/SPEAK/210825_Racial_Equity_Fact_Sheet.ashx

